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As a parent, choosing age-appropriate reading
material can be overwhelming, but don't panic:

Aim for a balance of quality books for toddlers and
picture books for older kids. The key is to find

books that will be appealing to your little one and
that will stick with them as well as spark their
curiosity and imagination. Along with the best

books to read to your child, also look for quality
toys to play with. The PlayStation Network may be
down for the moment, but if you're a PlayStation 4

owner, you're not out of luck - the PS4 console
itself is also up for sale. It makes for a great

Christmas gift for that special gamer in your life -
and if you don't have one of your own, you can
easily buy one at a heavily discounted price.If

you're looking for something a little less
mainstream, we found the hottest (and most

adorable) baby toys around. Your 'critter' will love
snacking on the sweet-smelling chews and

squeakers, and playing with the soft toys and
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plush toys will help them develop their hand and
finger-eye coordination.The good news is it will

take only a few minutes to update your driver, so
you can have the best games and apps for your

new device in a matter of seconds. But before you
reboot, youll need to keep your device safe from
malware, viruses, and other bad stuff. You need
anti-malware software.But that just means you

can spend more time playing your games and less
time downloading and installing them. Case in

point: Sony's venerable PlayStation 3 home
console, still the king of gaming in 2016. The PS3
has sold more than 118 million units worldwide to

date, and the system has remained a constant
powerhouse even as new games continue to

trickle in.

Little Learning Stars Audio CD

with all the amazing things you can do online, it
can be easy to forget the magic of your audio
collection. load a cd and suddenly you have all
your favorite music at your fingertips. its like

being transported back to the time when you first
put a record on and listened to your favorite

music. you ll find your entire collection is
catalogued in the music app, and its easy to
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create playlists. this app is a must have for any
music lover. or maybe you re a fan of the sports?

find out what teams are playing or who the
current champions are with the live scores of the
latest soccer, tennis and golf tournaments. and if

you love the baseball, youll find hundreds of
baseball games to listen to. no matter what you re
looking for in your favorite audio category, there s

a treasure trove of music to enjoy. if your little
one has a knack for math, shell love silly math by

houghton mifflin harcourt. a bouncy, rhyming read-
aloud, this book will teach your child basic math

concepts like counting, measuring, and
classification. with a colorful, simple format, kids
will appreciate this book as much as parents do.

the book is available in paperback, kindle, and cd.
the ultra-cute lola & the boy by james trefil (simon
& schuster) is a story about a little girl named lola
and her dog, boy. it follows lola as she helps her
brother and his friends build a robot, and as she

tries to make him happy. this book has been best-
selling for ages, and its fun to read aloud with

kids. it is available in paperback, kindle, and audio
cd.  play along with the dr. seuss-inspired green
eggs and ham by dr. seuss. this story is narrated

by the author and his main character, sam, as
they eat green eggs and ham. if your kids love the
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book, theyll be eager to make their own versions
of the dishes. the audio book includes music,

sound effects, and a theatrical reading. the book
is available in paperback, kindle, and cd.
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